CONFIGURATION

TIMBER

COLOUR

Kastrup offers various high quality timber.

Kastrup offers various colours. Below you can see the
standard colours for our windows and doors. If you wish to
have a special colour like metallic decor, stainless steel or
any other RAL colour, feel free to contact one of our
distributors.

When the timber arrives in our factory it has been
scanned. All the knots, cracks and resin exudations
are then cut off. Therefore, our timber has no brown
spots from knots and resin exudations.

MAKE YOUR DREAM COME TRUE

TIMBER
Timber is treated with AKZO NOBEL industrisystem, which
gives the timber maximum durability and resistance.

PINE
Kastrup uses slow-growing Nordic pine with 90%
heartwood. The timber consists of dense annual rings
and a good resin content which protects the timber
against rot and mould.

9010

9001

7035

7042

9005

8016

Swedish red

Green Umbra

7016

KEBONY
Kebony is an environmentally friendly alternative to
tropical hardwood. A chemical treatment of softwood results in the cell structure of the timber tying
together. As a result, the timber characteristics are
permanently improved.
Optionally, Kastrup can also offer windows and doors
in other timber types such as oak and teak.
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Kastrup offer you windows with high-energy
efficiency, security protection and suitable designs
for different architectural challenges. The quality of
Kastrup windows exceed market requirements
concerning stability, energy saving, security and
finish. We are reknown for that.
Your Kastrup windows will give you lasting
satisfaction and well-being. They are an investment
which will pay for itself in the long run.
YOUR ADVANTAGES WITH KASTRUP WINDOWS

ALUMINIUM
Our aluminium surface is treated in the so-called 12-stage
chromate conversion coating process which gives aluminium
excellent resistance. The colours used are called Fiji colours.
They are used for both matt and gloss surfaces.
The advantage of Fiji colours is their high resistance against
scratches and scuffs.
MAHOGANY
In the mahogany series Kastrup works with the selected mahogany type Sapele Mahogany. It features a
high natural oil content which contributes to longer
durability. Our mahogany comes from sustainable
forestry and is FSC® certified.

A new building gives you the freedom to design
everything exactly the way you want it. Please be
aware that your demands on windows and doors in
the future can only be reached with a quality
product.

Fiji Ral 9010

Fiji Ral 7035

Fiji Ral 7031

Fiji Ral 8016

Swedish red

Fiji Ral 6005

Fiji Ral 7016

Fiji Ral 9005

+ Various design styles
+ Well-known quality in energy saving, security and
material
+ Long-term investment

THINK LONG-TERM WHEN THINKING ABOUT RENOVATION
Replacing 15-20 year old windows enables you to
reduce heat loss of up to 40%.
However, energy saving is not the only reason for
renovation. New windows increase the comfort as
well as the financial value of your house. Kastrup
enables you to renovate with respect for existing
architecture and simultaneously enjoy the
advantages of new technologies.
Kastrup windows and doors can give your home an
individual look and at the same time hold on to the
existing soul of the building.

YOUR ADVANTAGES WITH KASTRUP WINDOWS

+ Ambiente as the classic design style
+ Slim profiles that allow more sunlight
+ Traditional Scandinavian hardware for classic
windows available

